HAZRAT-I-A'LA AT THE FORT OF PONDICHERRY
the French. On the mayddn opposite to the house of
M. Dupleix a salute of guns was fired in accordance with usage
by the victorious army composed of Indians and frangs. The
Nawwab then alighted and sat on a chair. After the call to
prayer was repeated, he said the prayer invoking blessings,
making two genuflexions.
The house of Dupleix was full of rare and wonderful
works of art collected for a long time. The house was kept
neat and tidy, and was free from any kind of fault- The style
of the building was so grand that it brightened the eye and
pleased the mind. The walls were painted with gold and set
with innumerable mirrors. The pillars were substantial and
splendid. The colours on the wall were such that they appeared
to change with the change of season. The. pictures thereon
were so nice and pretty that they seemed to speak during the
day and sleep during the night.
After the Nawwab had gone round with a jaunty air en-,
joying the sight, a masnad was put up and orders were given for
da>rbdr~i-'dm. The Nawwab was pleased to receive salutations,
congratulations zndjtadhr from the sardars, and presented each
one with elephant, horse, khilfit, gold and precious gems and
thus bestowed on them unexpected honour.
After peace and order were restored in the city the
Nawwab sent away by ship M. Lally and M. Lahrl to the
country of the English. Then he went towards the sea, tucked
up his sleeves, and dugout with a shovel two bricks from the
wall of the fort; he threw one into the sea, and sent the other to
Nattharnagar so that it might be proclaimed that opposition of
the powerful would have such result; that the seed of insolence
of the erring ones would grow in this manner. He then gave
orders for the demolition of the building and addressed the two
sardars thus:—
"In former days I obeyed the commands of my father and
preserved Dewnampattan and freed Chennapattan from the
treacherous hands of the French, but now I have captured the
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